
 the productivity of your mobile work force. 
The return on investment is almost immediate.

BENEFITS
Increase Accountability

Enhance Customer Service

Gain a Competitive Edge

Capitalize on Efficiency

Improve Safety

SAVE MONEY!

and transmit back to the home office  

Features Comet
EZ

Comet
Tracker

Comet
Mobile
Worker

Detailed Maps: Captured GPS data allows you to view worker 
locations (current and historical) and traveling speeds  

Landmarks : Define a geographic point and receive notification 
upon worker’s arrival and/or departure of that point

Closest To: Easily locate closest worker(s) and efficiently 
reroute “on-the-fly” if necessary  

Wireless Data Transfer:  Collect trip and job related data 
quickly from the field

Wireless Time Clock:  Control overtime with wireless 
tamper-proof time cards - clock in and out from the field

Barcode Scanning:  Capture data via barcode scanning

Alerts: Receive zone (landmark and geofence) violation alerts 

:

 

Panic Button: Allows employees to trigger silent alert 
notifying office of an emergency situation

Photo Capture:

 

Transmit photos through handset to validate 
completed jobs

Signature Capture: On-site signature capture immediately 
verifies service

Supervisor Time Entry:

  

Wireless ability to clock in/out 
multiple workers or entire crews

“Drag-n-Drop” Dispatch:

 

Improve response times and 

 

Reports On-demand or scheduled. Show history of location, 
speed, order of stops and duration of stop times.

Work Order Sequencing: Optimize routes by efficiently
sequencing work orders and scheduling recurring work  

 

Electronic Invoice:  On-the-spot invoicing speeds up billing
process - integrates with QuickBooks© 

Worker Profiles:  Include vehicle assignment, assets carried,
skill sets and special licenses 

Inventory Management: Control inventory wirelessly
Information is updated in real-time (Barcode or RFID)

Advanced Wireless Forms*: Turn any paper form into a 
wireless clone of the exact info.  Lose the clipboard! 

  
      

Calendars:  Instantly view assigned and scheduled work for all
employees, equipment and vehicles 

  

Maximize

Comet Suite

FOR MORE INFORMATION please contact your local sales representative (888)732-6638 or email sales@actsoft.com
www.Actsoft.com

     reduce unnecessary paperwork

*add-on feature

More Alerts:   In addition to excessive speed, sends alerts for
excessive stop time, late arrival and or late departure

 

 

Polygon Geofencing:   Draw your own virtual fence with 
up to 30 points. Receive “keep in” or “keep out” alerts

Satellite Maps*:   See everything in satellite detail. 


